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Abstract body
What could a post-speciesist world be like?
Critical Animal Studies activists and scholars have developed convincing counter-arguments
to speciesism and animal oppression. These arguments are continuously developed and
reshaped through contributions from fields like gender studies, postcolonialism,
environmental humanities, and philosophy. This broad range of approaches makes for an
diverse and growing body of knowledge on the systematic discrimination, exploitation, and
oppression of nonhuman animals, not least regarding the treatment of animals today and in
the past. We argue, however, that this knowledge production is significantly more sporadic
when it comes to constructive proposals of less speciesist futures. Where are the snapshots
from potential futures, and alternative presents, where human-animal relations are radically
reconfigured?
We suggest that in working towards an anti-speciesist revolution we need to also be able to
imagine what living in a post-speciesist society could be like; and explore creative tactics for
bringing these material propositions into being.
These kinds of speculations and constructions of scenarios involve future-oriented
contributions from fields such as the arts, design, literature, architecture, and speculative
philosophy. In other words, domains that are engaged with envisioning, prototyping, and
rehearsing potential futures and alternative presents. In this paper, we discuss a number of
works that in different ways materialise reconfigured relations between humans and other
species. Examples include utopian artworks by Hartmut Kievert, Ursula Le Guin’s
ecofeminist stories, as well as our own design projects on sketching already existing
post-speciesist animal-human encounters and redesigning recreational fishing practices. We
discuss what tactics are employed by the creators and how their designerly approaches might

help in generating new ideas about possible futures. We also introduce and reflect on tools
and practices from the design disciplines, such as sketching, prototyping, and design fiction
that can be of use for CAS scholar-activists.
Importantly, an affirmative approach of imagining post-speciesist futures does not come
without risk. It can be argued that constructive, at times hopeful, projects distract from
militating against the currently dim situation that billions of animals face daily. It can also be
argued that we are nowhere near attaining a world that can be considered hopeful for most
animals on our planet. Shouldn’t we focus on bringing about the revolution before
speculating on its aftermath?
We argue that research and activism against speciesism ought to be complemented by
constructive scenarios for post-speciesist futures. We seek to contribute to the field of
Critical Animal Studies by calling for and articulating a stronger speculative and imaginative
strand of CAS, without blunting the urgency and critical edge of the field.
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